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Aim: To evaluate the triage performance of six host-cell DNA methylation markers derived from two
genome-wide discovery screens for detection of cervical precancer (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
3 [CIN]) and cancer. Materials & methods: Human papillomavirus-positive cervical scrapes of controls
(≤CIN1; n = 352) and women diagnosed with CIN3 (n = 175) or cervical cancer (n = 50) were analyzed for
methylation of ASCL1, LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, GHSR, SST and ZIC1. Results: Methylation levels increased sig-
nificantly with disease severity (all markers p < 0.001). Three markers (ASCL1, LHX8, ZIC1) showed receiver
operating characteristic curves with area under the curve >0.800 after leave-one-out cross-validation. Bi-
marker panel ASCL1/LHX8 had highest area under the curve (0.882), and detected 83.4% of CIN3 and
all cervical cancers at specificity of 82.4%. Conclusion: All six methylation markers showed an equivalent,
high performance for the triage of human papillomavirus-positive women using cervical scrapes with
complementarity between markers.

First draft submitted: 5 November 2019; Accepted for publication: 9 June 2020; Published online:
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Cervical cancer is caused by a persistent infection with human papillomavirus (HPV) [1]. Cervical cancer develops
through precursor lesions, called cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), which are classified into CIN1, CIN2 and
CIN3 depending on the severity of the dysplasia. The latter is considered as the most advanced precursor of cervical
cancer. Cervical screening programs aim to detect and treat precancerous stages in order to prevent cervical cancer.
HPV testing is more sensitive for the detection of CIN3 and cervical cancer compared with cytology and has a
high negative predictive value and reproducibility [2–4]. Primary HPV testing has therefore been implemented or
is scheduled for implementation in cervical screening programs in several countries. However, since most HPV
infections are transient and do not cause clinically relevant disease [5], additional triage testing is required to
identify HPV-positive women with progressive CIN lesions in need of treatment. Besides, triage testing is necessary
to prevent overdiagnosis and overtreatment of women without clinically relevant CIN lesions. Several triage
strategies have been evaluated [6–13], with reflex cytology, repeat cytology, HPV16/18-genotyping or a combination
thereof being adopted in current HPV screening guidelines [14,15]. However, there is no consensus about the most
appropriate triage strategy yet. An objective molecular test which could be automated and directly incorporated
following a positive HPV result would be most beneficial.

Several studies have demonstrated the potential of DNA methylation analysis as an alternative triage method for
the detection of CIN3 or worse (CIN3+) in HPV-positive women [16–23]. DNA methylation has been identified
to play an important role in the development of cervical cancer [22–24]. A strong association was found between the
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methylation levels of host-cell and/or viral genes and the severity of the lesion, reaching highest levels in cervical
cancer [20,25–27]. Various DNA methylation marker panels have been proposed, including combinations of host-cell
genes such as ASTN1, CADM1, DLX1, EPB41L3, FAM19A4, ITGA4, MAL, miR124-2, PAX1, POU4F3, RXFP3,
SOX1, SOX17, ZNF671 and/or CpG sites in the late regions of various HPV genomes [17,18,27–31]. In several studies
these methylation markers have demonstrated to be a useful alternative to cytology or HPV16/18 genotyping for
the detection of CIN3+ as a triage test [21]. A recent longitudinal evaluation in HPV-positive women from a
screening cohort demonstrated a similarly low long-term CIN3+ risk upon a negative methylation test result as
was found for a negative cytology result, underscoring the good diagnostic potential of methylation markers [32,33].

Recently, we used genome-wide approaches to identify novel host-cell DNA methylation markers associated
with CIN3 and cervical cancer. Methylation markers GHSR, SST and ZIC1 were identified using a methyl-
binding domain-enriched DNA-based discovery screen on high-risk HPV-transformed cell lines and cervical tissue
specimen [34] and methylation markers ASCL1, LHX8 and ST6GALNAC5 were discovered using an array-based
methylation discovery screen on HPV-positive self-collected cervico-vaginal material [35]. These six methylation
markers showed to be most promising for the triage of HPV-positive women in subsequent verification and
validation series using a multiplex quantitative methylation-specific PCR (qMSP). DNA methylation markers
GHSR, SST and ZIC1 resulted in area under the curves (AUCs) of 0.87, 0.86 and 0.89, respectively, for CIN3+
detection in HPV-positive cervical scrapes [34]. DNA methylation markers ASCL1, LHX8 and ST6GALNAC5
resulted in a combined AUC of 0.88 and 0.90 for CIN3+ detection in HPV-positive lavage- and brush self-
samples, respectively [35]. These markers were initially evaluated in different cervical sample series, comprising
cervical scrapes and self-collected cervico-vaginal material. This study was designed as a next step to assess and
compare the clinical performance of these methylation markers on the same cohort. The six recently identified
host-cell DNA methylation markers were evaluated on HPV-positive cervical scrapes as a molecular triage method
for the detection of CIN3 and cervical cancer for the application in HPV-based cervical screening.

Materials & methods
Clinical specimens
A series of HPV-positive cervical scrapes (n = 527) obtained from screening or gynecologic outpatient popula-
tions was used, comprising 175 scrapes from women who were histologically diagnosed with CIN3 (median age
36.5 years) and 352 scrapes from control women (median age 38.0 years). The controls consisted of women with
no evidence of CIN2+ classified as CIN1 or less (≤ CIN1), including 225 women with no histology, 64 with
normal histology (CIN0) and 63 with histologically proven CIN1. The histological diagnosis of CIN2 comprises
a heterogeneous disease category and was therefore not evaluated in this study [36]. In addition, 50 HPV-positive
cervical scrapes from women diagnosed with cervical cancer were used (median age 47.0 years; squamous cell
carcinoma n = 40; adenocarcinoma n = 4; adenosquamous carcinoma n = 2; clear cell carcinoma n = 1; neu-
roendocrine carcinoma n = 2; gastric-type mucinous adenocarcinoma n = 1). HPV testing was performed using
clinically validated high-risk HPV DNA assays [37]. This study followed the ethical guidelines of the Institutional
Review Board of VU University Medical Centre and University Medical Cenre Groningen.

DNA isolation, modification & qMSP
DNA isolation, sodium bisulphite treatment and multiplex qMSPs were performed as described previously for
markers GHSR, SST and ZIC1 [34] and ASCL1, LHX8 and ST6GALNAC5 [35]. Multiplex qMSPs were designed
as described by Snellenberg, et al. [38]. This assay type is able to detect small amounts of methylated DNA in a
background of unmethylated DNA, targets simultaneously multiple genes and provides high sample throughput [38].
To verify DNA quality and successful bisulphite conversion, the housekeeping gene β-Actin (ACTB) was used as
a reference gene in all qMSPs. Methylation levels were normalized to ACTB using the quantification cycle (Cq)
values (2-�Cq × 100) to obtain �Cq ratios [39]. Part of the methylation data were derived from previous studies:
data from 88 cervical scrapes, including 42 cancers and 46 CIN3, were reported before for methylation markers
GHSR, SST and ZIC1 [26,40].

Data & statistical analysis
Differences in DNA methylation levels between the disease categories were assessed using the Kruskal–Wallis
omnibus test followed by post hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney U-tests with Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple testing. Bivariate associations between markers were evaluated by Spearman correlation coefficients and
presence of multicollinearity in the data was assessed using the variance inflation factor. To compare the individual
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Table 1. Area under the curve received from logistic regression and leave-one-out cross-validation analysis for CIN3
detection of six DNA methylation markers (ASCL1, LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, GHSR, SST, ZIC1) and the bi-marker panel
(ASCL1/LHX8).
Methylation marker Non-CV AUC Sensitivity (%)† Specificity (%)† LOOCV AUC Sensitivity (%)† Specificity (%)†

ASCL1 0.886 84.0 81.8 0.876 80.0 85.2

LHX8 0.852 72.0 84.4 0.845 73.1 82.7

ST6GALNAC5 0.788 67.4 81.2 0.784 66.3 82.1

GHSR 0.801 65.7 85.2 0.795 65.7 85.2

SST 0.774 65.7 80.1 0.768 65.7 79.8

ZIC1 0.843 70.9 85.2 0.836 70.3 85.5

Bi-marker panel
(ASCL1/LHX8)

0.890 84.0 83.2 0.882 83.4 82.4

†Sensitivities and specificities are calculated for CIN3 detection and based on Youden’s J-index.
AUC: Area under the curve; CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia; LOOCV: Leave-one-out cross-validation; Non-CV AUC: Non-cross-validated AUC.

discriminative performance of each marker in controls and CIN3, we performed simple (univariable) logistic
regression for each marker separately. In order to evaluate the improvement in terms of prediction performance of
a marker panel involving two or more markers, taking into account the multicollinearity in the data, we performed
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) logistic regression. LASSO logistic regression has an inbuilt
parameter (penalty parameter) that controls the number of variables eventually included in the model, balanced
against model fit. The risk of CIN3 was calculated for each sample as a predicted probability (value ranging from
0 to 1). The predicted probabilities obtained were visualized using the receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curve. The model performance was evaluated by the AUC and corresponding sensitivity and specificity at the
best threshold, which is the threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity (i.e., Youden J-index).
Sensitivities at a threshold corresponding to a predefined specificity of 70 and 80% were calculated for all models.
All models were trained to discriminate between controls and CIN3 and subsequently evaluated by leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOOCV). Cancer samples were not included in the training, but once trained; the models were
tested on these samples as well. All statistical analyses and visualizations were performed using square-root values
of the �Cq, and p-values were two-sided, with 0.05 as significance threshold. Statistical analyses were performed
with R Statistical Software (version 3.5.1) in RStudio, using the following R-packages: pROC (v.1.13.0), gplots
(v.3.0.1), ggplot2 (v.3.1.0) and glmnet (v2.0-16).

Results
Methylation levels & CIN3 detection by single methylation markers
Methylation levels of all six methylation markers increased significantly with increasing underlying disease severity,
from controls to CIN3 and cervical cancer (Kruskal–Wallis test with post hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney
U-tests, all p-values < 0.001; Figure 1). A significant positive association between all six markers was observed
within the group of controls and CIN3, with Spearman coefficients between 0.64 and 0.83 (Supplementary Table
1) and variance inflation factors between 3.67 and 6.97.

The individual ability of the six markers to distinguish controls from CIN3 was evaluated by logistic regression
and resulted in single marker models with AUCs between 0.774 and 0.886 (Table 1). Validation by LOOCV
produced a similarly good performance of all markers with AUCs greater than 0.800 for ASCL1, LHX8 and ZIC1
(Figure 2 & Table 1). Corresponding sensitivities and specificities at the best threshold can be found in Table 1.
Sensitivities at a threshold corresponding to a predefined specificity of 70 and 80% varied from 70.3 to 89.1%
and 65.7 to 84.6%, respectively (Table 2). Adding age of the patient as a covariate to the models did not improve
performance of the models (Supplementary Table 2).

Complementarity between methylation markers with a marker panel
LASSO logistic regression was used to evaluate whether a marker panel involving two or more markers could
further improve CIN3 detection. This resulted in a bi-marker panel consisting of ASCL1 and LHX8 with an AUC
of 0.890 (Table 1). LOOCV yielded a near identical AUC of 0.882, which corresponded to a CIN3 sensitivity of
83.4% and a specificity of 82.4% at the best threshold (Figure 3 & Table 1). At a predefined specificity of 70 and
80%, corresponding CIN3 sensitivities were 89.1 and 85.7%, respectively (Table 2).
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Figure 1. Methylation levels increase with severity of cervical disease. DNA methylation levels of six single methylation markers relative
to that of the housekeeping gene ACTB (square-root transformed �Cq; Y-axis) in HPV-positive cervical scrapes corresponding to different
histological categories of underlying cervical disease are shown. Boxplots are based on a five-number summary (i.e., minimum, first
quartile [Q1/25th percentile], median [Q2/50th percentile], third quartile [Q3/75th percentile] and maximum with outliers displayed as
single points). Differences between histological categories were significant: Kruskal–Wallis test p-value < 0.001, pairwise
Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney U-test p-values < 0.001.
HPV: Human papillomavirus.

Table 2. Corresponding sensitivity at a predefined specificity of 70 and 80% of six DNA methylation markers (ASCL1,
LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, GHSR, SST, ZIC1) and the bi-marker panel (ASCL1/LHX8).
Methylation marker Predefined specificity 70% Predefined specificity 80%

Sensitivity (%)† Cancer detection rate Sensitivity (%)† Cancer detection rate

ASCL1 89.1 50/50 84.6 49/50

LHX8 82.9 50/50 74.9 50/50

ST6GALNAC5 73.1 49/50 67.4 49/50

GHSR 73.1 50/50 68.6 50/50

SST 70.3 50/50 65.7 50/50

ZIC1 81.1 50/50 73.7 49/50

Bimarker panel (ASCL1/LHX8) 89.1 50/50 85.7 50/50

†Sensitivities and specificities are calculated for CIN3 detection.
CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia.
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Figure 2. Clinical performance of six single DNA methylation markers (ASCL1, LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, GHSR, SST, ZIC1) for CIN3 detection
in HPV-positive women. Cross-validated receiver operating characteristic curves and corresponding AUCs.
AUC: Area under the curve; CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia.
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Figure 3. Clinical performance of the bi-marker panel
ASCL1/LHX8 for CIN3 detection in human
papillomavirus-positive women. Cross-validated receiver
operating characteristic curve and corresponding AUC.
AUC: Area under the curve; CIN: Cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia.
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Figure 4. DNA methylation results in human papillomavirus-positive cervical scrapes of women diagnosed with
cervical cancer. Positive and negative samples are shown in red and green, respectively. Other histotypes: (A)
adenosquamous carcinoma; (B) clear cell carcinoma; (C) mucinous adenocarcinoma, gastric type; (D) small-cell
neuroendocrine carcinoma.
*Bi-marker panel: ASCL1/LHX8.
AC: Adenocarcinoma; SCC: Squamous cell carcinoma.

Cancer detection
In Figure 4 the performance of the single markers and the bi-marker panel, at the best threshold, for the detection of
cervical cancer stratified by histotype is shown. The bi-marker panel detected all 40 squamous cell carcinomas and
ten other cancer histotypes. Four single markers misclassified one of the cervical cancers, involving two different
cancer cases, one squamous cell carcinoma and one clear cell carcinoma. Cancer detection rate at the threshold
corresponding to a predefined specificity of 70 and 80% is reported in Table 2. All cancers were detected by the
bi-marker panel at both 70 and 80% specificity.

Discussion
DNA methylation of host-cell genes is a common event in cervical carcinogenesis [22,23]. In recent years, multiple
promising host-cell DNA methylation markers for the detection of CIN3+ in HPV-positive women have been
identified by targeted and genome-wide approaches [18,19,31,34,35,41,42]. However, it is difficult to mutually compare
the diagnostic performance of markers due to different techniques and the use of different study material. For the
application in HPV-based cervical screening, this study evaluated six recently identified methylation markers for
CIN3 detection by a direct head-to-head comparison on HPV-positive cervical scrapes. We demonstrated that all
single markers, derived from two different genome-wide discovery screens, had a similarly good performance for
the detection of CIN3 (AUC: 0.774–0.886). Upon validation by LOOCV, nearly identical AUCs were obtained,
indicating the stability of the prediction models. Three single markers (ASCL1, LHX8, ZIC1) showed particularly
good performance as quantified by cross-validated AUCs greater than 0.800 for CIN3 detection. LASSO logistic
regression showed a bi-marker panel consisting of ASCL1 and LHX8 to be most discriminative for CIN3 detection
with a cross-validated AUC of 0.882, resulting in a sensitivity of 83.4% and specificity of 82.4%. Of note, ASCL1
and LHX8 had a complementary performance resulting in the detection of all cervical cancers, including not only
squamous cell carcinomas, but also adenocarcinomas and rare cancers. This further demonstrates the potential of
methylation analysis, since non-squamous cell cancer histotypes are often missed by cytology.

The concept of increased DNA hypermethylation during cervical carcinogenesis is reflected by the gradual
increase of the methylation levels of all six markers with disease severity, reaching highest levels in cervical cancer.
Data on a well-studied methylation marker panel with host-cell genes FAM19A4 (currently known as TAFA4) and
miR124-2 recently showed that nearly all cervical cancers, including early-stage cancers, from a large worldwide
series are detected by methylation analysis [43]. Our findings support the high methylation positivity rate in cervical
cancer. Though FIGO stage was only available for a subset of samples in our study, all cervical scrapes of women
with known as Fédération Internationale de Gynécologie et d’Obstétrique (FIGO) stage I cancer (n = 26) scored
methylation-positive for the bi-marker panel. These findings underscore the potential of the methylation test for
use in population-based screening where most cervical cancers are early-stage. The six methylation markers are
potentially not (fully) cervix-specific, as they have been described in other cancers as well [44,45]. Analysis of cervical
scrapes may thereby have added value for the detection of other, non-cervix gynecologic cancers. This concept has
been corroborated for other methylation markers by recent studies [46–48].
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Methylation analysis has shown before to particularly detect high-grade CIN lesions associated with a persistent
HPV infection of at least 5 years, as a surrogate for a more advanced lesion [27,49]. In a recent methylation study
on HPV-positive cervical scrapes, including host-cell genes GHSR, SST and ZIC1, it was found that 72% of CIN3
showed a methylation profile similar to cervical cancer [26]. These methylation-positive CIN3 lesions are therefore
considered to have a substantial higher short-term risk of progression to cancer. The sensitivity of 80% for CIN3
as found in our study corresponds to these previous findings, and suggests that a methylation-negative result may
be indicative of lesions with a low chance of progression to cervical cancer. This hypothesis is further supported by
a recent study evaluating a methylation panel of host-cell and viral genes that showed the ability to differentiate
between regressive and progressive CIN2 in young women [50]. Hence, methylation analysis may stratify between
immediate treatment and close surveillance, preventing overtreatment and the associated cervical morbidity, which
is especially relevant for women of childbearing age [51]. This association between methylation status and regression
probability is subject of further studies [52].

Self-sampling is increasingly offered in cervical cancer screening programs as an alternative or additive to
physician-taken cervical scrapes to reduce screening barriers and increase screening participation [14,53,54]. The
candidate host-cell methylation markers ASCL1 and LHX8 were originally identified on self-collected cervico-
vaginal samples and validated in independent series of HPV-positive self-samples with AUCs between 0.88 and 0.90
for CIN3 detection [35]. Previous research demonstrated that the performance of methylation markers on cervical
scrapes and self-collected samples is not necessarily similar [55], as these two sample types can differ in cellular
composition. Of interest, this study validated ASCL1 and LHX8 on HPV-positive cervical scrapes with an equally
well performance compared with the previous results from HPV-positive self-samples. This highlights compatibility
of this marker panel with both self-collected and physician-collected cervical samples, which is highly beneficial for
a triage test. In addition, ASCL1 and LHX8 have been evaluated in a South African, HIV-positive study cohort as
a primary screening tool for the detection of CIN3+ [56]. Both markers showed a good performance with an AUC
of 0.79 for ASCL1 and 0.81 for LHX8. These data support the diagnostic potential of ASCL1 and LHX8, although
direct extrapolation is not feasible due to the HIV status and the absence of a well-organized screening program in
South Africa.

Strengths of our study are the large sample size and the evaluation of all six methylation markers on the same
sample series allowing direct comparison between markers. Another strength is the evaluation and validation of
all models for CIN3 detection, consistent with the purpose of cervical screening. A limitation of our study is the
absence of histological confirmation in part of the controls. In a restricted analysis including only controls with
histologically proven outcome (n = 127), no difference in prediction performance was obtained (data not shown).
Another limitation is that LOOCV was used for validation of the models. Further validation in independent
cohorts including CIN2 lesions is warranted.

Conclusion
All six single markers showed an equivalent, high diagnostic performance for CIN3 detection. ASCL1 and LHX8
showed complementarity in the detection of cervical cancer. These markers were originally identified on self-
collected samples and have now been demonstrated to have a similar good performance on cervical scrapes.

Future perspective
Cervical screening programs, currently based on cytology or primary HPV testing plus cytology and/or HPV
genotyping, could be improved by the implementation of methylation-based triage strategies. Methylation analysis
of host-cell genes using qMSP provides a promising objective triage strategy for HPV-positive women. This study
confirms the triage potential of six methylation markers, supporting full molecular cervical screening compatible
with both physician- and self-collected samples. Triage of HPV-positive women by methylation markers enables
the detection of clinically relevant CIN lesions, and importantly reduces overreferral and overtreatment of women
with a low cervical cancer risk. Host-cell methylation-based triage strategies, such as ASCL1/LHX8 methylation
testing, detect all cervical cancers independent of HPV genotype, histotype or sample type.

Supplementary data

To view the supplementary data that accompany this paper please visit the journal website at: www.futuremedicine.com/doi/sup

pl/10.2217/epi-2019-0331
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Summary points

• ASCL1, LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, GHSR, SST and ZIC1 have been discovered by genome-wide approaches as novel DNA
methylation markers for cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 3 (CIN) and cervical cancer detection.

• This study was designed to assess and compare the triage performance of these methylation markers for the
application in human papillomavirus (HPV)-based cervical screening.

• A series of HPV-positive cervical scrapes was tested for methylation of ASCL1, LHX8, ST6GALNAC5, ZIC1, GHSR,
SST and ZIC1 and marker performance was compared.

• Methylation levels of all six markers in cervical scrapes increased significantly with underlying disease severity.
• The performance for the detection of CIN3 was comparable between markers with cross-validated AUCs >0.800

for ASCL1, LHX8 and ZIC1.
• The bi-marker panel consisting of ASCL1 and LHX8 resulted in the highest cross-validated AUC of 0.882 for the

detection of CIN3.
• The bi-marker panel ASCL1/LHX8 detected all cervical cancers independent of HPV genotype or histotype.
• Performance of ASCL1 and LHX8 on cervical scrapes in this study was comparable with earlier results on

HPV-positive self-collected samples.
• This study confirms the diagnostic potential of six recently identified methylation markers with an equivalent and

complementary high diagnostic performance for CIN3+ on HPV-positive cervical scrapes.
• The ASCL1/LHX8 marker panel holds promise for full molecular cervical screening compatible with both

physician- and self-collected samples.
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